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Jim Baker

Paula Massouh

"President Jerome is acting a
lot like Senator Joseph McCarthy.

"We're in favor of change, but
only if it goes through the proper
channels."

Rich Schager
"How can we trust President
Jerome?"

Harold Adkins
"I think Student Council has
been abolished. I hereby resign.

Reps, slam Jerome as two members resign
By BRUCE LARRICK
And RICH BERGEMAN
Editorial Editors
Student Council met in a mood of
dejection last night, with two members resigning and others having
severe criticism of the administration.
The debate over what Council

should do next took place in the
wake of the Rodgers Quadrangel
open house and subsequent University discipline, and also mentioned
the Board of Trustees meeting last
Friday.
Harold Adkins, commuter representative, said, "We have been told
by the administration we have no

power. I think Student Council has
been abolished. I hereby resign."
The Adkins resignation came on
the heels of the announcement that
Robert J. Harper, Anderson representative, had resigned to work
full time on dormitory autonomy
policies.
Lee McClelland, Council vice

president, said Harper had told him
he thought he could be more effective in dealing with the administration if he was not connected
with Student Council.
Two
Council members made
comments on recent statements
by University President William T.
Jerome HI that the dormitory auto-
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'In college primarily for education'

GOP leaders view campus issues
By JIM SMITH
Asst. Issue Editor
'Freedom is fine," Insisted
State Senator Howard Cook, "but
we can't have unrestricted freedom in our educational institutions."
Cook made this observation at
Wednesday "evening's 'Republicans Speak Out" program, the
third in a series sponsored by
the Young Republicans.
"With thousands of students in
the state," Cook continued, "we
have to keep some semblance of
discipline and order. Students
shouldn't lost sight of the fact
that they are in college primarily
for an education."
Appearing with the Toledo senator on the program were State
Representatives John Galbraith of
Maumee and Donald Fraser of
Toledo.
Despite Governor James A.
Rhodes' endorsement of lowering

the voting age, the GOP trio was
not unaminous in their support for
the proposal.
According to Fraser, the bill,
which would merely submit the
question to Ohio voters as a constitutional amendment, has already
passed the Senate and is in committee stages in the House.
Although admitting that the vote
could be close, Fraser said that
the chances for passage were
Galbraith agreed that the bill
would probably pass but voiced
his opposition in no uncertain
terms.
While admitting that today's
youth are more aware than before,
he refused to say that they were
any smarter.
"It's a matter of maturity and
judgment," Galbraith said.
In response to a question from
the audience, Galbraith said that
he felt that the issue should not
even go before the voters.

"I'm against putting it on the
ballot," Galbraith asserted, "and
I'd like to see it stopped anywhere
along the line."
He urged any interested students
to go to C"lumbus, inviting them
to testify before the committee If
they so desired.
C«ok, who supported the bill in
the Senate, said that 19-year-olds
have "sufficient judgement to decide who will represent them."
He added, however, that campus
unrest is serving to stir up public
opinion against it.
•'The voters are becoming incensed,'' Cook said. "They want
restrictive and even vindictive
laws passed."

"None of us want to suppress
dissent," he continued, "but there
is nothing more important in
society today than order on the
campuses and city streets."
Although they recognized a lack
of communications between the
student body and the administration, the legislators believe that
seating a student on the Board
of Trustees would not solve the
problem.
(Continued on page 4)

nomy movement, Student Council,
and the BG News are being influenced by SDS philosophy.
Parliamentarian Jim Baker said,
"I'm getting a little frustrated at
President Jerome's 'red-baiting.'
He's acting a lot like Senator Joseph McCarthy did.
Conklin
representative Rich
Schager said, "How can we trust
our president when he says he can't
see 250 people walk out of a Trustees meeting?"
Paula Massouh, representative
from McDonald West, said her
dormitory had passed a resolution calling for a more reasoned
and responsible approach to change
In the University.
"We're In favor of change, but
only if it goes through the proper
channels," she said.
Mike Munholland, Student Court
prosecutor, supported Miss Massouh, saying, "You can't accomplish
everything overnight."
The only official business undertaken by Council was discussion
of recommendations made by the
Constitution Committee concerning
the constitutional changes ordered
by Student Court.
Frank Pittman, sophomore class
president and chairman of the committee, said the recommendations
were adopted from various proposals submitted by Student Council
members and from student government constitutions in other colleges.
The major points of the executive branch reconstructuring,
which gained a consensus of unofficial support, included:
(Continued on page 4)

While he sees no harm in normal peaceful protest, C"ok confessed that "when it comes to
the i>olnt of disrupting other students, it annoys me."

No one hurt as train hits truck
No one was injured yesterday
morning in a truck-train crash
at the Wooster Street railroad
crossing.
The back and side of the fourwheeled semi, directly hit by the
North Central Railroad engine,

were peeled away from the roof.
The cab was less seriously damaged.
The driver of the semi-trailer,
Paul F.Greathouse, of IlL.was cited
by city police for crashing the
warning lights at the crossing.

APTERMATH-Wreckage from yesterday morning's train-truck collision on Wooster Street Looked like this. (Photo by Howard Cleveland)

Train engineer was Norwood Mills
of Bellfountaine, O. City police
estimated the speed of the train
at about 26 miles an hour upon
impact.
The area was littered with debris from the semi cargo. Unwrapped bars of Dial soap were
scattered on the tracks and over
the lawn in front of the Wood
County Municipal Building. Several local residents were busy
gathering together what they could,
and carting it off to their homes.
"We're letting them take the
soap and some other stuff (boxes
of tissues and some pamphlets)"
said a police lieutenant at the'
scene, "But other things we're
keeping an eye on." He nodded
toward some damaged crates of
appliances, "We've tried to watch
everything carefully, but I know
some of the more expensive items
have been taken."
But some were obviously pleased
with what they had managed to
collect. One women beamed as
she left the scene, carrying a large
nearly-filled cardboard box,
"What luck! I won't have to buy
soap again for ten years!"

<^ CT

Only six more days
A
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letters to the editor

editorial
Open house proposal
§T

M

M

The following is the open house policy the li(i News thinks
should be adopted by the University. It pays much more attention
to student opinions in this area and is not dissimilar to policies
at other universities, such as the University of Michigan.
1. Open houses in residence halls shall be scheduled by the
elected governments of the dormitories, and shall he of any duration which the govcrment decides. There is no limitation on the
number of open bouses which may be scheduled during a week.
2. Arrangements in the room in which a student has a guest of
the opposite srx shall be left entirely to the discretion of the individuals involved. There is no reqiiireiiicnlslhat doors be opened
or lights be turned on.
3. No registration of guests in the dormitory is required.
4. Residents should use cure in being fully clothed when appearing in the halls during the open house. Clothing while in individual rooms is a matter of personal choice.
5a There will be no patrolling of the residence hall during the
open house. Any violations of this open house policy will be processed through Student Court. The maximum penalty for violation
will be reprimand not of record.
The basic meaning in this policy is that the students themselves
should decide the social rules under which they will live, regardless of a grant of powers which is being used to obstruct student
freedom.

Here to sta

v

BG is changing,
The campus at BC
changln
but whether I am happy or sad is
a difficult thing to decide. Involvement is needed for sure, hut
with involvement come things that
are neither good or for the best.
But, then who's to say what's
best. All I can say is that the
Black Student Union right or wrong,
moral or immoral, legal or illegal is here. The unity involved
and demonstrated is and always
will be one of the best assets it
possesses.
Those of you who fear this black
unity with close examination will
more than likely find something
to fear within yourselves first.
Those of you who hate it, will
more than likely find the first object of hate within yourself.
And those of you who support
it philosophically-well, philosophize on but remember no one
can see your philosophy if it remains in your mind. And I as
a black person am going to have
to see something a little more
tangible than lip service to a
phllosphy!

YIELD

The incident of Rodgers, unfortunately, had timing which more
than less threw attention off the
issue and focused on something
which students could side with
easier, in that It is not an issue
of conscience, but falls under the
nebulous heading of students
rights. Whatever the case, hopefully, the drive and support shown
for the actions of the BSU will
not die out.
If the German students, the Nordics and Phi Delts really feel
that their cause can ever be commensurate with the efforts, deprivations or handicaps that the
black man has suffered In America,
they are sadly mistaken.
The
Insult of being compared to these
groups is personally more than I
can bear. I feel that the spirit
which the BSU and the entire
black race now possesses to reassert its Influence in American
society can be so well summarized in this quote from J.W. Vandercook
"A race is like a man. Until
it uses its own talents, takes
pride In its own history, and loves
its own memories it can never
fulfill itself completely."
SMrley J. Brown
President, Delta Sigma Theta

Irreparable wrong

RIGHT
OF

WAY

Foe-menfin ca/mies and such
By JOHN PETR1E
S»udent Columnist
The following is a lengthy excerpt from a letter I
received recently from my cousin Fidelity Thater
who attends Boring Groin Straight University in Boring Groin, Ahia. I really doubt the veracity of the
information, but I thought that the science fiction fans
among your readership might find It amusing.
'« . . so anyway, like I wuz sayin, these calmies
settin on our stoodent cowncll musta started playin
some of that there sex music or somethin and they
get our Neegrows so all fired up that they started to
FOE-MENT!! Now dont ask me what it means cause
all the big guise told me wuz that they all got together
and started to FOE-MENT!! 1 mean sex music and
tuchln one another when you dance is bad enough,
but when they start foe-mentin .... well by God,
somebodys got to put a stop to it but fast!
So anyways, like I wuz sayin, they commenced to
foe-mentin and they foe-mented right over to the
meetln of our stoodent cowncll. W°'l, you jest no
they wanted to seperale, but bein sneaky like they are
they whipped out this bold-faced lie and sed they
wanted to join. Then they started reedin off this
list of de-mands. Course they called em re-kwests,
but the way i figger it is, if you can seperate by
joinin, you can sure as hell de-mand by re-kwestin!!
Well, as luk would have It we did have wun good
man settin on the cowncll. We new he wasn't no
calmie cuz he hardly never went to the meetlns before now. So he gets these two grate Ideas. Get
these "spaclal peeple" off cowncll, he sez, and
swltchy-change cowncll around so theres more good
guise than bad guise. Man, you shoulda seen them
calmies jump all over him!!!
Sed something about HIM bein a -'spaclal peeple"
' himself, and that the calmies had tried to get all the
spaclal guise offa cowncll way last year and HE
wouldnt get off and then they were sayin that theyd
been tryin to change cowncll around all year and HE
"ever came to help and then when he did come he tried
to get more spaclal guise on cowncil and so they
had to put off the changln around to work on gettln
his new spacial guise taken care of!
Now, it wuznt the seperatin/joiners he wuz worried
about, HE cez. It wuz the way the calmies on cowncil
did the joinin so llleagle like! Hes got nothln against
seperatin/joiners, he jest dont want to half to set
next to em on the cowncll! So then the calmies tried
to trick us by sayin that they wuz gonna switchy-change
and do it leagle. You best believe you gotta get up
purty early to trick us cause we decided that leagle or
not, we wuznt gonna let em get away with it. I
mean, cristamighty, its al«t easier to get mad than
it is to get unmad!!
Then the calmies started in on the dorm youngens.
They musta used that same sex music cause them
dorm youngens started grabben up wenches and taken
em home by the hundreds. Didn't make much sense
to me cause, hell fire, who wants to spoon with nine
hundred people astandin around and watchin you!
HeU, all they had to do wuz step across the street
and rent a bed at that there Hollyday in!!. But lissen!
Now Im gettln to the good part! Ate-hundred of
them foe-mented dorm youngens and seperatin/joiners

)

and assordld calmies crashed in on a meetin of the
"trusty guise.'' Same thing happened there as happened at the cowncll. S""ms the leader of the foe-menters
tried to tawk and he did it llleagle agalnil!! Tfcen he
tried the same ole trick of tryin to switchy-change
and make it right, but the trusty guise wuz mad Jest
like we wuz mad and they couldnt get unmad jest
like we couldnt get unmad and so the head of the
trusty guise says, "Addyoats!" and away they all go.
But they wuznt the furst to leave!
A little ways afore that the hed man under the
trusty guise was talkln stuff about how them seperatin/
joiners wuz happy as larks til them foe-mentin calmies
talked em into seperatin by Joinin. I wuz tellln
Ersel that I thought he sounded so much like old Jim
Dabis that I full expected him to pull out his Chet
Atkins ottergraf spaclal and start in apikken You A'e
My S-nshine! Well anyway them seperatin/joiners
and some of the hardcoar foe-menters got up and
started hikken out!
Yep,
too-hundred and fifty of em....stompin
out and everbody In the room lookln and it wuz sc
much noise that you couldnt miss it fer sleepln!!!
Then I looked up at the hed man under the trusy
guise and darned if he didnt have a puzzled look on his
face! A'l weekend I wuz tryin to figger out Jest what
wuz puzzlin him and today I found out what happened!
The way the papper tells it he had this big mlkkerfome, see, up on this crate he wuz talkin from, and
that mikkerfome wuz smack-dab atween his eyes and
them too-hundred and fifty foe-mentin/seperatin/
joinin/de-manden/re-kwestin CALMIES!!! Hell, I'da
got me a puzzled look too, hearln all that noise and
seeln all the peeple up frunt turnin there heds and
seeln all them emty seets
and that consarned mikkerfome jest blockin his eyes soes he
could see the five hunderd and fifty shiften In there
seets, BUT NOT THE TOO "UNDERD AND FIFTY
THAT THEY WAS ALL WATCHIN LEAVE!!!:
So now heres the upshot of it all. Them calmie
foe-menters has started to hatch the most evilweevll
sub-verseeve plot of all times!! An this time it
haint no seperatin/joiners or dorm youngens. TMs
time theys plannin to missuse a handy-capped man!!
They figger that sense the hed gy under the trusty
guise cant see around a little mikkerfome that his eyes
must be all teeny an stuck close together.
So there gonna bury em a you-tillty pole In the
ground and foe-ment that poor man on one side of
the pole and while hes strainin just to see the dam
thing at all there gonna foe-ment all fort-teen thousand
of the rest of us around the other side of the pole
and on out of town. I figger that by the time that
poor hed gy is jest getting fokused on a not-whole
weel be foe-mented all the way down to Aunty Hock
College. And the toe-mentin that goes on down there
is enough to make yer se[>erater jump clear up inta
yer joiner!!!:
luve your cussin,
Fidelity Thater
P.F. Last week the hed gy under the trusty guise sed
that fer every gy that left there would be six to take
his plase. That ineens that next week by this time
the unrollerment of Boring Groin Straight should be
about attey-for thousand. I think 111 stay here in
Auntyllock!!"

Dear Administration,
I would like to express my deep
appreciation for your prompt and
efficient handling of my case concerning Rodger's mixer. 1 know
tow I did an irreparable wrong
by believing the students should
have a voice In the policies that
directly influence their lives.
I see now the Intimate concern
that you hold for the shaping for
our lives. And who knows better,
in these matters that concern us,
than the people that make our
policies for us and tell us how
we should live. I was blind to

see that student council and the
administrative councils within the
dorms are nothing more than an
extention of high school makebelieve.
Their powers are negligible, so
why would anyone be so foolish as
to think they had something to say.
Yes, you did save me from further
aimless wandering down the Primrose Path. I can see you have
the duty to protect me from my
peers who were undoubtnbly putting subversive ideas Into my immature head.
One year probation is indeed
the least you could have done for
my radical actions of peacefully
walking through the halls of Rodgers with a coed. Even though
you could not present the charges
against me in writing, as specifically outlined in the Interim Code,
or tell me the name of my accuser, who submitted my name,
you did point out that with over
eighty cases to review that I was
lucky to be having a personal counseling session.
Y«s, I thank you from the bottom
of my heart, and only wish you
could extend my punishment, so
I will have no fear of ever again
becoming concerned in the matters
of my life, and thereby risk selfdestruction.
Dave Shie 108 Rodgers
The News welcomes letters to the editor. Letters
should be typewritten ond
signed by the author and
carry his typewritten name,
address and phone number.
As many letters as possible will be published within the limits of space, good
taste and laws of libel. The
News reserves the right to
edit letters more than 300
words in length.

CHANGES

It's getting closer
By FRED ZACKEL
It's getting closer, my friends, and there isn't time left to do much
talking about it. It's so close right now that everyone can see It.
It stares you in the face. Some folks call it revolution, others call
it riots, and some just sit around and wonder, like I do, what the hell
Is going on?
Violence, they call it, or maybe confrontation, or maybe Just call
it trouble. Others say it is necessary for legit sanctions or as a legit
protest sound. And the words all sound like lies. I don't know what
the words mean anymore. But it really looks like the world wants to
end it all. It wants to blow itself off the solar system. And I don't
mean the alphabet bombs, either.
There was this friend of mine, once, and I went to visit him in his
apartment one afternoon a couple of years ago. He was sitting there
real hung down with coffee and Just staring at it and its steam. I
tried to Joke with him, make it a bit easier, but he shut me up and said
something really odd, like, "a little less green".
I wouldn't understand. I asked him. Then he said he was thinking
about the end of the world and how it was going to happen. He pointed to
a story in a paper where forty people had stopped to watch a man get
shot by a robber. All they did was watch. No one had even called the
police until the man was died.
He said it wan't going to be bombs or radiation or chemicals, nor
anything else sophisticated that stopped the world. He said it would all
start in the city. The big city. When people were on their lunch hours.
For some unfanthomable reason, one man would brush up against another
(like it always happens) and that rather than one apologizing or simply
keep on walking, they would turn to face each other and start glaring at
each other.
Then moments would pass, and then they would lunge for each other's
throats. Then someone else watching would attack another, and then like
the plague it would spread, up and down the city avenues. And folks
wouldn't Just try to stop them, nor even watch the action, but they would
all lose their minds and start really getting down to it with each other.
Street fighting season.
And then this disease, my buddy told me, would spread across the
nation, hitting the big cities, then the smaller towns, then finally little
villages. When all would end, only human ravagers and scavengers would
be left. There would be no more freedom and peace and love and mercy
and justice and liberty. Things like that would be all gone.
And then he said it again. "A little less green."
And that stuff just rested in the back of my mind, just resting. 1
almost forgot about it. But, now, when I read the papers and watch the
tube, I can remember those things over again and now I've become
scared.
To think about the killings and the murders and the bodies through
homicide. About the punishments passed out and the violence people
have in their "dialogues". All the hatred and bitterness and fear in the
world. No one wants to listen anymore. Everybody knows all they want
to know. They say they know everything.
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Symposium-luncheon set
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Building dedicated today
The new Student Services Building, representing the largest commitment nude to students in a
non-acedemic area In the midwest, will be officially dedicated
today at 2 p.m.
Previous to the actual dedication, a symposium concerning the
topic, "Identity Concepts in Student Personnel" will be conducted
in the Grand Ballroom In the
morning. Speakers include Dr.
Robert Callis, vice president of
student affairs. University of Missouri, Dr. Gerald Saddlemire, dean
of students and professor of education, State University College
of Geneseo, and Tom Shelley, senior in the College of Liberal Arts.
A noon luncheon will feature Dr.
Wilbur L. Layton, vice president
of student affairs at Iowa State
University, who will discuss

The Pikes Congratulate
their new Little Sisters
Of Shield And Diamond
JACKIE BRIGGS
LINDA BANZAR
ANN ZAMARIA
SUE BAEDNARSKI
LINDY HARBROUGH
PAT ENGLISH
KATHY SMITH

CONNIE ELLIOT
JAN SCHAFFER
NANCY PARKER
ROBBIE MCCLAIN
MAGGIE SPERO
LEE FRtEMARK
DIANE STAMMER
JOAN MUTCHA

"I.egalism and Humanism in Higher Education."
The actual dedication of the
building will begin at 2 p.m. and
procede through a 15 minute ceremony. Present during the affair
will be Dr. James Bond, and acceptance of the building will be
handled by President Jerome.
Charles F. Kurfess, Speaker of
the Ohio House of Representatives, and Ted Arneault, treasurer of the student body will offer

their remarks. Also present will
be John H.V. Evans, Associate
architect of the Toledo firm that
built the building, and Donnal V.
Smith, Dean Emeritus of Students.
The Student Services Building
has already received recognition
as it has been awarded a plaque
for being named the College Building of the Month for last October,
by a leading national educational
magazine.

Remember the

BETA THETA PI
OPEN HOUSE
TUESDAY APRIL 1
7-10 P.M.
ALL INTERESTED MEN
WELCOME

JAN MACMICHAELS
KATHY TARLETON
BARB CONTAK
PHYLLIS STONE
ROSANNE POLAK
MAUREEN NORTON
JUDY MECHENSKI

POTPOURRI TO SEE

WHERE
THE
ACTION
IS
FEDERAL SCHOOL REPORT says: The Philadelphia
public schools are engaged in "the most dramatic revolution in a city school system in the postwar period."
Reform in Philadelphia is "more widespread and farreaching than in any large school system in the country."
DR. MARK SHEDD, Superintendent of Schools, says:
"I will continue to support teachers who are able to
examine, in a mature way, the gut issues of our day —
war, sex, race, drugs, poverty. If we divorce school subjects from the guts and hopes of human beings, we can
expect students to find them gutless and hopeless."
RICHARDSON DILWORTH, President of the Board
of Education, says: "The city is where the action is. It's
where the challenge is. It's where we are facing the great
moral issues of our day. If you want action, come teach
in Philadelphia. If you don't, teach in the suburbs."
WE SAY: Come join our school revolution as a teacher.
Get in on the action Teacher salaries are rising rapidly.
So is our school system. See our recruiter on your campus
or write to the
on
Office of Personnel" KecruTtment (Telephone 215-448-3645).

April 3

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA
21 st STREET AND PARKWAY. PHILADELPHIA. PA. 19103

The brightest, the bravest, the bully-est of
shirts are here to be had. This potpourri cannot be encompassed in such small space as
thi: advertisement—so see for yourself. Soon!

THE DEN
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GOP discussion
(Continued from page 1)
"No one student can speak effectively for the entire student
body," Galbraith insisted. "He
just wouldn't be that persuasive,"
Fraser, questioned the students'
belief that they need a representative in the administration. He expressed the belief that student government should be the proper channel of communication.
Cook discounted the Importance
of a student seat on the Board.
"We have much more serious
problems than putting a student
on the Board of Trustees at the
present time," he said.
Cook cited Increased welfare expenditures as the primary reason
that universities aren't receiving
more state funds.
He praised Governor Rhodes' increased emphasis on vocational
training as an excellent solution to
the problem.
He praised Governor Rhodes' increased emphasis on vocational
training as an excellent solution to
the problem.
Galbrlth agreed, and added that
while an increased corporate Income tax would aid education, it

could set welfare back.
Fraser felt the administrative
costs of instituting a tax increase
would defeat the purpose. He added
that parents should bear the bulk
of their children's educational expenses through a fee increase If
necessary.
While he did not favor ending
state subsidies to out-of-state students, Fraser admitted that there
may be a slight raise In their
fees.
"I feel that people come to Ohio
not for an inexpensive education,
Fraser stated, "but for a unique
type of education."

(Continued from page 1)
--The establishment of three vice
presidents to coordinate committees in the areas of Rules and
Regulations, Academic Affairs, and
Cultural Affairs.
--An Executive Commission to
screen and appoint chairmen to
committees in the three areas.
--The installation of aPublic Relations Office.
--A provision permitting the
student body president and the three
vice presidents to be elected from
any class, not just the senior class
as is now the case.
—The abolition of class officers
or class organizations in so far
as their relations to Student Council are concerned.

Student Council
Discussion of the legislative reorganization centered around a proposal of a body consisting of 1G
members elected at-large from the
student body. Eight students would
be elected in the spring and eight
more in the fall to provide for overlapping one-year terms.
It was brought up that the major
difficulty of this type of representative system would be the impossibility of polling constituents
should one member of C ouncil desire to do so. In effect, there would

>VWgfgMrjgaO»OBCCOMC»>»NCVgNTl
ALWAYS 7W FWEST
ii scuta FAB
AOcsornohUKM

be no specific body of constituents
which the representative could turn
to.
Bob Michalskl, commuter representative, argued that because there
would be no specific constituent
body, this would force dormitory
ad councils and other interest
groups to lobby.
Many Council members thought
this would be a more effective
form of communication, and therefore a more efficient governmental system.

College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:
Name
Address
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~^>IJ' 'MII.'A I ED FOR 7 ACADEMY AWARDS |
IUL1E ANDREWS
AS Mil
"STAR"
PI HI
Alii II iR Al

SFACOJS MOM*

HXBNtomsmi

jjgjjy)

amiX2>

lof.HNA

"ROM
. IIILIET"
I 'I :• I A AM MY AWARDS'

'i.Ait i -in. 'i
CHILDREN M YI AH:; AMI. UNDER

&-mw

si

AT:;

$1,00 AT AI L TIME

N< IMINATI I 'I' >li 1- A1AI1I MY AWARD:
BARBRA SI Rl MAUD
OMAN SHARIF

We're holding
the cards.
Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.
Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
good place.

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
Sheraton Hotels and Motor inns. A Worldwide Service of in

"I'UNNY GlHI

MORE THAN TIN-DEEP
by Robert L Short
"The Parables of Peanuts
is filled with wonderful
quotes and is a real delight to read from beginning to end. I could not
possibly be more pleased."
— *CHARLES M. SCHULZ,
creator of Peanuts"
C/oth. $4.95 • Paper. $1.95
At all bookstores

[fn Harper e>' Row

STUDENTS!
build yourself a
bankroll this summer
Get a

GOOD-PAYING
JOB at

MANPOWER!

Sure. You like a sharp-looking car. Clean
lines. Gleaming sheet metal. The whole
beauty bit. So do we. But there's more
to an Olds than a coat of paint or a few

hunks of chrome. A solid Body by Fisher,
for instance. Rugged frames. Bumpgobbling suspensions. Engines that really
know how to stretch a gallon or get you

there in a hurry. And all the goodies.
Stereo. Buckets. Sport wheels. Whatever you want in your package, you
couldn't find a nicer package to put it in.

OLDSMOBILE

We have factory, warehouse and
outdoor work — as many days a
week as you choose. You get good
pay, still have time to soak up the
summer sun. Come in this week
— we're interviewing NOW!

MANPOWER
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Ml", oi I ICt

Olds ads lor college students are created by college students.
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New UAA officers
plan future projects
New officers of the Undergraduate Alumni Association were
selected this week, and they have
already planned future projects.

News takes break
The News is taking time
off for finals too. Today's Is
the last issue of the quarter.
Publishing will resume during
the first week of the spring
quarter.

The officers are: George Hay,
president; John Swift, executive
vice president; Wes Bowman, administrative vice president; Jan
Marie Skaper, recording secretary; Jan Siekeres, corresponding
secretary; Don Scherzer, treasurer; and Beth Jirik, historian.
Future plans for the UAA are
an alumni sons and daughters dessert, compilation of a student and
visitor guide to the campus and
the Bowling Green business area,
and research on the problems of
the quarter system through questionnaires.

Clothing drive response good
The Circle K clothing drive is
going to be a success if response
continues at its present rate.
"We've had a pretty good response" said vice president Joe
Manzo.
'•The men of Conklin auctioned
off our clothing container for charities week and got $10 for it."
"We have boxes in every dorm,
exluding Conklin for the moment,
but not in the fraternity or sorority houses", noted Manzo.
"Greeks can help by taking their
used clothing to the nearest dormitory," he said.
Former president Keith llostetler warned "that the drive has

campus
calendar

begun so well is probably due to
the auctions held in the dorms
last week in conjunction with charities.
"Many men bought clothing just
to throw in the collection boxes,"
he said.
"We do expect to get a lot of

clothing when everyone leaves for
spring break. Instead of packing
some of their old clothes students
can just donate them to the drive,"
Hosteller said.
The drive will continue till the
end of third quarter.

PRINT YOUR
OWN
T-SHIRT
-IMMEDIATE PRINTING DONE

FREE UNIVERSITY
Will meet at 8 p.m., Sunday in
the Wayne Hoom . A film entitled
"The Black Panthers" starring
brother Huey Newton will be shown.

-WE PRINT ALMOST ANYTHING

ORCHKSIS
Will hold auditions for those interested in performing in a modern
dance group at 8 p.m., Monday,
March 31, in 203 Women's hldg.

ORDER YOUR
PERSONAL FLORIDA

ADVANCKD DIRECTING CLASS
Will present (MM-act plays at
3:30 and 7 p.m. today in the Joe. !•;.
B-own The?'>-e. E»cb bill of plays
will consist of four full-length oneact plays.
Admission is free.

T-SHIRT NOW!!!
THE DEN

UCF
Will sponsor a "Flunker's Frolic" at 7:30 p.m., Sunday at Itev.
Eugene Kell's home. R'fles will
leave the UCF Center at 7:30 p.m.
UCF
Will sponsor a communion service at * p.m., S-nday at the UCF
Center.

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 £. WOOSTER ST.

For Your Books!!
BRING US YOUR BOOKS WHETHER THEY
ARE TO BE USED AGAIN OR NOT WE
J?
jf

PAY HIGHEST CURRENT "WHOLESALE"
PRICES ON "DROPS"!!

More Books For Your Money-More Money For Your Books
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GOING SOUTH FOR
SPRING BREAK?

SPECIAL!!
TERRY COVER-UPS
NOW $4.99
(REG PRICE $7 & $9)
ALSO:
SUNTAN LOTIONS
SUNGLASSES
THONGS
SCARFS

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Spring athletic teams
go south for break
Thin depth could
trouble thinclads
Winter will supposedly pass the
"baton" to spring a week from
today, but already the "orange nun'' have taken to the outdoors.
In otherwords, Bowling Green's
1969 track and field team has begun
to go through the paces In preparation for the Kentucky Relays
on April 4th and 5th, which opens
their 10 week season. Mel Brodt's
thinclads have the potential to Improve upon their 7-3 dual meet
record last year, since 13 letterin.'a are back.
Among the letter-winners are
distance runner Paul Talkington
and discus thrower Jim Reardon,
who have won individual MAC titles
in their events. Other veterans
singled out by Brodt as key men
this season were sprint and jump
men Stan Allen, Bobby James, and
Bob Home, 440 and 880 man Ken
Kelly, hammer throwers Dan Litzinger, and Merl Michaells, and
javelin thrower Jeff Huston.
Also "mentioned" was sophomore Sid Sink who responded to his
first varisty running competition
by becoming BG's first cross country All-American. Sink continued
to gain national recognition In the
indoor track season, which is not
over yet, with his one and two
mile performances.

"I didn't spend
four years in
college just to
work as a clerk.'

Brodt also believed this could
be a banner year for the Falcons
if "we get everybody going,"but
is wary of injuries because "depth-wise, we're hurting."

Ruggers anchor
the sport at BG
Rugby Is moving into Its second
year at Bowling Green and with surprising
enthusiam and interest
shown toward the sport. Around
45 candidates are working out and
have prompted the need for double
headers with opponents.
The ruggers have a 10 game
schedule lined up, having played
John Carroll in a scrimmage match
last week, the first actual match
is set for Saturday at 1 p.m. on
the Sterling Farm field against
the Cleveland Club.
Co-captain Tim Fox reports that
Cleveland is one of the top four
teams in the nation. The Falcon
ruggers will repay the visit traveling to Cleveland on the 21st.
Four additional home matches have
been scheduled in an excellent spectator sport.
Nineteen of the 45 ruggers are
back from last year's squad that
saw some fall action. The only
experienced members are co-captains Jerry Nicolosi and Fox. Nicolosi saw action at Ohio State and
Fox played for the Air Force Academy.

Sophomores can
spell golf future

We want new ways to do things. Better ways.
And this calls for fresh ideas.

Rebound., is the hope of the golf
squad this season.
Last campaign the linksmen of
coach Forest C reason slumped to
a dismal 7-13 overall record and
a last place finish in the MAC.
But the return of five lettermen
and possible contributions of a
strong freshman squad last year
could brighten the outlook.
Lost were part-time number one
man Mike McCullough and letterman Mike Lott. Creason expects
the loss of McCullough at the top
to hurt. Returning are Tom Bohardt, Jim Seving and Sid Rodeheffer from the '68 squad.
Bohardt was the Mid-American
medalist champion as a sophomore
and could become the number one
man again. Dave Traphagen is
hoping for third quarter eligibility to play.
Back from two years ago when
they lettered are John Aiken and
John Gerber.
"We've got to have a lot of help
out of our sophomores though,"
said Creason, "some have a lot
of potential."
Creason listed six candidates
with strong chances Ed Hadaway,
Craig Leister, Tom Tuckey, Roy
Prezzler, and Bill Pickens.
The golfers will swing into action
on March 28 at Danville, Kentucky
against Center College.
This will
come after four days of practice
in Lexington as part of the abbreviated spring trip.

That's why you'll have to be a thinker.
An innovator. A guy who has the guts to
stand up for what he thinks is right.

Veterans abound
on tennis team

Then come to work at 1H.
We'll listen to you. And give you a
chance to stand on your own two feet.
Right from the start.
You see, we believe your point of view
is just as important as ours.

You show us your stuff,
we'll give you the freedom to swing.
You'll find plenty
of action in motor trucks, farm equipment,
construction equipment and stcclmaking.
And the faster you prove yourself, the quicker
you'll move up. Without a lot of red tape.
Get the picture? Now why not get into the act.
Talk to your campus placement officer
about us. He'll give you the word on the good
jobs we have in engineering, accounting,
production management and sales.
Because the way we look at it, if we give you a
good job you'll want to stick with us.
And that's exactly what we have in mind.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
An «-qu3l opoodun ty .injlovo M/F

A host of veterans are back to
bolster tennis hopes for '69 and
new coach Bob Gill. The young
tutor and his charges will be put
to a grueling test in their spring
trip with five matches in five days
on their southern swing.
Gill will have back the services
of number one man Mike Miller.
Also back are Dennis Cavanaugh,
Mike Costello, and Guenter Herold. Miller and Cavanaugh were
the Falcons number one doubles
team returning in tact.
The netters will lose the services of Trevor Weiss and Bob
Lempert to graduation, but have
back a sound nucleus.
Falcon tennis players racked up
a 9-4 mark last year anil a fourth
place standing in the conference.
They will be challenging top ranked
Toledo who returned everybody.
The Rockets will be gunning for
four straight titles.
The Falcons will travel to play
Middle Tennessee State on March
24th, Tennessee Tech on the 25th,
Carson-Newman on 26th, East Tennessee State on the 27th, and Cincinnati on the 28th.
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Experience to
offset losses
for stickers

The Falcon lacrosse team was
the winningest spring sport at BG
last year and optimism is high for
a repeat performance.
The stickers under coach Mickey
Cochrane rolled to a lofty 8-3
ledger good for second place in the
Midwest standings behond only Denison. Despite the loss of seven veterans the Falcons are eyeing the top
spot with a wealth of scoring potential and solid defense.
BG lost Dick Salter, Gre| Kirkland, John Feasel, Iton Boos, Dick
Thorton to graduation and recently
Al Fromm and Jim Korenowsky.
The losses did strip the stickers
in the midfield position in five
cases. Only All-American Pete
Farrell, Chuck Winter, Sal Zanfardion, and Joe Zimmerman are
returning at midfield.
Six experienced stickers are back
from the high scoring attack including Jack Ross, John Dohms,
Steve Hart, Terry Smith, Mike
Hicks, and Larry Davidson. The
depth is so thick that freshman candidates from last season have been
channeled to the modified ranks.
The defense has back PeteO'Donnell and Bob Bartels but is expected
to receive some strong help from
five candidates. Veteran Bill Burch
is back in the goal.
Falcon lacrossers will open their
season with a spring trip to the
east coast for a set of scrimmages
and a pair of games. They'll tangle with Baltimore University and
the University of Massachusetts
In mock games while meeting
Loyola College of Baltimore and
Hobart of New York on the schedule.
"We'll make out alright because
we have enough experience," said
Cochrane.

Pitching key to baseball hopes
Bowling Green's baseball team,
13-13-1 last season, will open its
season March 21-22 against Carson - Newman in the first game of
a six game spring trip.
Two games with Carson - Newman, four games in a tourney at
the U. of Jacksonville, a single
tilt against Georgia Techandadoubleheader with Cincinnati are on
tap before the start of the second
quarter.
The success of this year's team
will lie within a young, untested
pitching staff.
Right-hander Doug Huwer, 19G8's
top reliever with a 2-2 mark while
appearing in 10 contests, will be
returning, with much of the hurling
staff's success put on his shoulders.
Also back for another season are
Jim I.eininger, who finished 0-1
in 12.C innings pitched, but with a
fine .71 earned run average, Ron
Wellman, .97 ERA, Steve Moor,
3.12 ERA and Tom Schweitzer, 4.37
ERA, 2-1 record.
Bowling Green has its top three
run-producers back from the 1908
squad. They include third baseman Russ Hagerty (21 RBPs, .286),
team captain and outfielder Greg
Miller (17 RBI's, .312) and junior
second baseman John Knox (1C
RBI's, .241).
Knox, a junior this year, had
an outstanding summer season at
Peorla of the Central Illinois Collegiate League. He was the only
unanimous first-team choice and
also the only repeater from the 19C7
C1CL squad. Know batted .333 at
Peoria with 30 /?£'•«.
With Knox a/'* Mel Karnehm
guarding the middle of the Falcon
Infield, the squad should have an
excellent doubleplay combination.
Other top prospects for the Falcons in 1969 will be first baseman

Jim Barry (.300), utility man Mike
Harris (.243). outfielder Jim McKenzie (.241), and catcher Eric
Zinsmeister (.189).
BG Coach Dick Young, starting
his tenth year at BGSU, has a
133-87-5 record.
Besides a heavy slate of games
with Mid - American Conference
oes, including a number of double-

headers, Bowling Green will also
meet Ball State, the home opener,
Cleveland State, Michigan, Detroit,
Notre Dame, Xavier, Ohio State,
Eastern Michigan and Findlay.
Last season's club came in fifth
In the MAC with a 4-5 mark.
This year"s freshman team include All-Ohio selections nod
Allen, Iton llawley and Dave Gantz.

Atlanta Braves drafted freshman
Ken Hess of Dixie after his senior
year in high school
The schedule includes games with
Toledo, Kent, Western Michigan,
Ball State and Ohio State.
The squad, which has cut down to
35 players from a fall turnout of
10C, expects to have a well-balanced and strong hitting team.

i* Paglia's Pizza
HOME OF THE
BOTTOMLESS DRINK
Crazy Georges wants to see
all of you this weekend?

Enjoy your favorite Italian dish
and the bottomless drink.

FREE DELIVERY
352-5177

1004 S. Main

353-1444

I3S Intensity

t^EWJE^y

For 2 Days Only
Fri & Sat
Special Door Busters

Country Corner
Classics Reduced
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF SPRING WOOLENS
REDUCED TO MAKE WAY FOR OUR NEW
CLASSIC SUMMER SPORTSWEAR ... THAT
PRIZED NAME IN MISSES' SIZES 8-16
HURRY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST . . .

5.99 to 36.99
ORIGINALLY *7 TO »55

nnn

The South is gonna rise
again at the sight of all
this season's new casual
wear, especially, if you're
making its spring scene.
Tog up with some
additional U. Shop
cardigans, mock
turtlenecks and
slim-fit slacks.
You'll stand out
in sunny Florida
or on the campus
in this year's crop
of spring fashion
blouses and skirts.
Even more if it has
a U. Shop label.

Sm now on UM claasia you lore . . . Chocac from a Urge
collection of ikirti, •«talus, ilium, afcifti, bermudai
JatMa'a, panU, kilu and many more The treat
sizable* ... color coordinated to mix and match. Hurry in for
fir* pick during this fantastic Country el—.,,, talc.
Only 4 dan to save while limited quantitka last

ALSO LINGERIE A SHOES

LASALLE*S
(Iktlmuersthj^hop
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By FRED ZACKEL
Only a fool would miss the Franco
Zeffirelll production of Shakespeare's "Homeo and Juliet." And
anyone who has ever attended any
previous production of the play
really should hang his head in
shame. There can be no contrast
to any experience anyone may ever
have encountered. It is that fantastic.
The secret to Shakespeare has
been discovered. Juliet should be

played by a fifteen year old girl
and Romeo should be played by a
sixteen year old boy. That's the
secret. And Shakespeare knew how
to use the words.
Take the balcony scene, where
Itomeo (played by Leonard Whiting)
creeps softly to Juliet's (Olivia
Hussey) balcony. Sure, it sounds
ridiculous when most people say it,
but the words were meant for teenagers and a star-crossed love.
Romeo and Juliet are awkward
teenagers, learning the social man-

y is abie to sympatnize wi
them, as one remembers his own
youth. Audiences have become too
hardened to their own adulthood to
remember how things used to be.
Now, in this film, they can take
the time-machine back to their
formative years and understand the
age distances they have transversed.
One item in particular attacked
me. This teenage love (forget the
fact that it takes place eight
hundred-odd years ago) is so vibrantly young that when Romeo
kisses Juliet with the heat of his
passionate youth, she actually has to
"come up for air" because of his
force. Hokey? Never. It is beautiful.
The designs are lustily extensive,
the costuming perfect and the camera has obviously fallen in love with
this classic love story and the bitter
family feuding that revolves around
the young couple.
One can actually sense the atmosphere of those good old days in
old Verona. The camera work is
vivid for the duels and muted for
the love scenes. Stark realism
versus the poetry of toned-down

nerisms of a complicated society of
Verona. Not yet adults, not quite
children, they act out their lives
as all teenagers do. Juliet giggles,
Romeo has an acne problem, they
prance about within their love, Romeo acts like a puppy dog lost in
admiration, Juliet is saucy and
pseudo-sophisticated and both suffer the intense frustrations of all
teenagers who are in a generation
gap.
The characterizations of Romeo
and Juliet are so fantastic that one

Whirled of wax
By LEE STF.PIIF.NSON
"Near the Beginning," The
Vanilla Fudge, Atco, $3.77-A pleasing performance is in
store for Fudge fans in the group's
newest release. The album consists of four songs, three on the
first side and one on the second.
All of the tracks are good but
they seem to improve quality-wise
as the album progresses.
"Shotgun," the first song, is
nothing new. It embodies the same
old Fudge style and is basically
unimpressing.
"Some Velvet
Morning" is an improvement but
beyond being a unique arrangement
has little to offer.
From that point the album is
unique and considerably different
from the things the Fudge have
done in the past.
"Where Is
Happiness" is a very unusual,
smooth arrangement and the final
number, "Break Song," takes the
Fudge into a blues bag which is
something entirely new to them.
The song opens and closes in a
blues format and in the middle
each member of the group solos
in the usual progressive Fudge
style.
The "Break Song" proves that the
Vanilla Fudge are not only effective
as a group but as individuals. All
of the solos, and especially the
organ and bass, were outstanding.

arts
page

"Bless Its Pointed Little Head
Jefferson Airplane, RCA, $3.77--

An excellent live performance,
quite an unusual commodity today,
is in the offering of this newest
effort by the Jefferson Airplane.
The album, which was recorded
at the Fillmore East and West,
has good fidelity, balance and clarity. It is probably impossible to
expect this one to outdo "Crown
of Creation," the groups last album,
but the live atmosphere sheds a
different light on the Airplane*
Outstanding songs on the album
include, "Clergy," "TheOther Side
of This Life," "It's No Secret,"
and "Plastic Fantastic Lover."
Several of the songs are repeats
from earlier albums but new arrangements and the "aliveness"
make them very listenable.
"Love Is," Eric Burdon and the
Animals, MGM, $7.54-

Many people have wondered what
happened to Eric Burdon and his
crew.
This most recent fiasco
leaves little doubt that they will
slip forever from the music world.
The
i li ■ ■ 11111 • alhnm
-Omnli!
me uouDie
aiDum, whir-h
wnicn snouid
take its place among the grease
rock of the late fifties, gives the
impression of being produced
merely to take advantage of the
double album fad.
"As the Years Go Passing By"
is the only track on all four sides
that rates listening. The material
is amateur and the lyrics gimmicky.
"Mother Nature's Son," Ramsey
Lewis, Cadet, $3.77-

classifieds

I96C Mobile Home 8x35. Gypsy
Lane Trailer Court. Lot «135.
Stero, Home-car reverb. One of a
klml. 302-0079.
1963 White Olds Cutless, black
bucket seats, automatlc-lrans.,
power steering. Excellent cond.,
302-0280.
'G2 Rambler, good around $300..
Stereo (Gerard Turntable) 4 a.m.,
f.m. radio. $80-flnd Skip Pox (South
end union or 013. K. Reed St)
10x50 1959 Star Mobile Home, 2
bedroom, shed. 352-6813.
,2,c00 2
bedroom,
Home for ^

col..^Mobile
new

352-0588.

3nl qtr. ApL 70 Greenvlew.Call
302-0156 after 4.

Found:

Class '68 DeKalb High

Ring. ext. HOI.

[OST: Co|d Bu)ded

marlne

ring.size 6 1/2 in womensGvm
Please call Debble-Rm. 457.,ext

'52 Ford For sale Cheap! CALL
..Our 7
n or
n* visit
ulalt
GaryI 1A\A-tAi1
3414-3417 after

3037 Reward.

in -Il« K 1

WANTED RIDES

'63 Tr-4Clean. Excellent rontL,
Toledo (1) 380-6727.

Hide wanted Spring Qtr.-Can Alternate driving- Fostorla-430-4167

Siamese Kittens.
352-1903.

Ride wanted to N.S. for March
20th. Call Gay 338 Prout, ext.
3185.

$10 each. Ph.

Siamese
se Sealpolnt for Easter.
Sired by a triple Champion $20
353-8732.

Riders to Calif.

Call 352-5079

Ride needed to Warren Thursday
after I. Will share Expenses. Call
Cindy In 110 East or leave message at 2477.

single room for 3rd Qtr. near
campus-male student 302-7365.

pretations
of
popular and rock
Songs.
This album is devoted en-

Mens rooms for rent. 304 E. Court

Rides available from New York
City to Bowling Green. Rich 105

tirely to his arrangements of songs

SlitS.

Co*U»mi

from the "Beatle" album SO I
guess it's hard for him to miSS.

Female roommate wanled to share
apt. next Fall. Terrie, 354-7192

Mlde needed for 2 to Florida after
9
P-m- Mar 20-Carl 329 Brom.

be William Duvall, instructor in
music.
The concert is a continuance
of an annual event sponsored by
the School of Music. Each year
a major musical work is presented to the student body sometime before Easter. Lat year's
performance was "St. Mathew's
Passion" by Johann Sebastian
Bach.
The School of Music also is
planning the presentation of the
musical "Brigadoon" to be staged
in May, and a Chorale concert
sceheduled for somethime later
in the spring.

THE FRATERS OF TKE
invite you fo attend

TEKE Spring Holiday
at

Clearwoter Beach, Florida
MARCH 20-26
For those unable to attend, Tokos
will host an open house
Thursday, April 3, 8-10pm.

Rooms for rent-Elndlay, Ohioavailable March 23, 1909- Kitchen
Privileges, Washer-Dryer KacllIties-congenlal Private llomeA/C 419-422-3794 after 0:10 p.m.
Room for Men- Kitchen-Rec.
Room-private entrance-3 blocks
from campus. 303-1700.
One Fonale roommate needed for

DeltaZeta-Get high for C. I., Your
Tea Is with we! Phi Kappa Tau.

LOST AND FOUND
$100.00 Reward for the return of
a brief case containing cassette
tapes taken from anAutolnGreenview Apt. March 5, 1969. Noquestlons Asked. 354-8171
LOST: I navy leather glove Reward. Call Vlckl, 238 K-B. 3246

Ramsey has always enjoyed his
best success with his jazz inter-

School of Music to present
Brahms' German Requiem'
"A German Requiem", by Johannes Brahms will be the feature
concert presented free by the School of Music Sunday, March 16,
8:15 p.m. indthe Main Auditorium of University Hall.
The concert will be directed
by Dr. Ivan Trusler, professor
and director of choral activities
of the School of Music. Performing will be the combined efforts of the University's Collegiate
Chorale, A'Cappella Choir, and the
Symphone Orchestra, the lead
soprano will be Miss Virginia
Starr, assistant professor of
music, and the lead baritorn will

The album is accompanied in
every song by orchestration which
seems to cramp Ramsey's style to
a certain extent. It is well done,
however, being arranged and conducted by Charles Stepney.
Outstanding
songs
include
"Julia," "Dear Prudence" and
"Black Bird."
The album is good easy listening
and a pleasant treatment of Lennon?
McCartney but I find it somewhat
short of Ramsey's usual.

textures.
The cameraman uses a thick
yellow filter in some scenarios
to emote a sense of the antiquity
involved. The camera points out
how this story is eternal and forever beautiful and yet points out
the necessary connotations of the
romances of the dim history of man.
The acting is superb, done by
people who not only understand the
script, but also committed to the
meaning, people who were cast for
their explicit humanness of their
features. Facial expressions are
faithfully real and surprisingly facile.
The lighting crew enhance
(not glorify) the intimate beauty of
people who are themselves totally.
Excellent performances by all
persons involved, starting with Romeo and Juliet, down to the small
cherub-styled boys and girls of the
village.
So here's your chance to be a
human being, folks. The Cla-Zel
will hold "Romeo and Juliet" for
one extra week. Tell your professors I sent you to the theatre.
Don't worry about the finals. This
is life and it is really happening
at the flick.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Coming soon: Your Father's Moustache????????
Happy Birthday, Mart l.ove sweet
Thing.
Dig Brother Bob. It was great
having you for Big B. Your little
Sis, Jan.

Lltues cner and Susan.
Keep up the spirit, KD's-afler
finals comes Florida Fun, and the
19th lKK.kii, Daby-Booklt!
3rd and 2nd Floors Forever Good
Luck on Finals. Beta the dorms.
Love, Kin.l

Happy Anlversary, Hanna.lrhLlttie D.

Passover Sedar-BG andTU'sHIUel together In Toledo, April 3rd
Rides available If Interested, Call
Sexy Rexy, WE love you. TheDebs Sharon, Harmon 7, ext. 3001
——————
Marylee: Heaps of luck on your Typing Done 35? per page. PH
finals. Your Koomle
354-6158
KD
Actives: Wishing you Best of
TIS" A BIT OLD IRELAND AT THE
C.I., SAT. MAR. 15 Big St. PAT- luck on finals. The Mine and one
RICK'S DAY PARTY STARTING 1
P.M. TO—. YES, WE KNOW MON. Happiness Is i "warm puppy"
TIS THE SAINT'S DAY, BUT THE Call 352-7182 first come first
l.EPROCHAUN SAY, "NEVER ON serve.
MONDAY" SO HERE IS THE PROGRAM, LIVE MUSIC, GREEN BEV- Dusboy for sorority House 3rd
ERAGES FREE POPCORN GREEN Qtr. Call 3224 for Interview
_.. '
'
DECORATIONS. OH YES, FOOT
LONG HOT DOGS, 25f. BUT NO Do you have a favorite dress or
DOOHCHARGE. CANTO'BURY INN. skirt just hanging in the closet
because it Is too Urge or too
long? It so, CALL 352-7402 for
Passes
alterations and hemming.
Incentive
Keep
Gary - you've finally made the
Excellent
Swlrly a tradition. Congratulations
Scholarship
on your lavallering to Beth - Beta's.
"'»>"
Congrats on your Activation Kathy,
207 Mooney mournfully accounces
(raid Charlman), Golden Hearts
the passing of Franklin and Jezwill never be the same., from your
ebel Sadly missed but not forfavorite Sig Ep. Jack.
gotten.
Wookle & Sher Conyratulaions on
JSher: Congrats on getting his pin,
your Phi Psl Pinning-The Brothers
but do you need his coat too?
of Phi Kappa Psl.
The Girls
Congrats to Carolyn and the Swan
DZ( s-Say-"The Sig fcp teas are
Club for their National First Place
great!" Thanks, Loads!
Win-The KDs
4th Floor Dunhar 7 Friends It
has been a ''marvey" Qtr. I'll
miss all of you. Pammy.

iS«*S»ALL CAMPUS BOOX EXCHANCE IS BACK..SAVE.»$$S$

Congrats Donna on your engagement to Scott. Your Roomy Sue

Congrats SuzA Terry on one month
forever to go! Ph/l

Congratulations John and Benny
on your lavallerlng-Ruth and Lois

Delta Zeta's A tea with you??
0*» w-»w' Yv." n i':lng me Dizzy!
The Phi Tau's

Judy, Happy Birthday, QZ love.

BEFORE YOU 60
(FLORIDA?)
SEE US FOR DOUGH $
CA$H FOR YOUR
USED BOOKS!!!
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
IN THE
Student Services Building

The
green
sheet

FOR MARCH 31 THROUGH APRIL 6

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND INFORMATION FOR FACULTY. STAFF, STUDENTS

Calendar
MONDAY, MARCH 31

All Day

IFC Rush
Open Houses.

8 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Grade Check for Rush
Women participating in Sorority Rush must
have their grades checked by rush counselors
today.
Second Floor Lounge, Student Services Bldg.

9:30 a.m.

Student Teaching Orientation
Students doing their practice teaching during
spring quarter are required to meet in the
Grand Ballroom for an orientation program
conducted by Dr. Lorene Ort.
Student teachers
will then meet with their campus supervisors in small groups in rooms on the third
floor of the Union. Campus supervisors will
dismiss their advisees at the end of thei r
conferences.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

'-» p.m.

Panhellenic Council meeting
Alumni Room.

9:15 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega meeting
For members of the active chapter
Capital Room, Union.

10 p.m.

Rush meetings
Women interested in Sorority Rush meet with
rush counselors in their residence halls.
Commuters meet with a rush counselor In
Prout Hall.

TUESDAY, APRIL 1

All Day

IFC Rush
Open Houses.

11 a.m.

Sorority Invitations Out
Invitations to Wednesday and Thursday parties to be
distributed in residence halls. Invitations to
commuters may be picked up in room 422 (Panhellenic
Council office) of the Student Services Bldg.

11 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.

Sorority Party Sign-up
Rushees sign up for first parties. Bring your
sorority invitations with you.
Second Floor Lounge, Student Services Bldg.

3-5 p.m.

Counseling and conversation with Rev. Loyal Bishop of
St. Mark's Lutheran Church.
Prout Chapel Anteroom.

3-5 p.m.

Episcopal Church Coffee Hour
Coffee and conversation with Father James Trautwein
of St. John's Episcopal Church. Open to the public.
Wayne Room, Union.

4 p.m.

AWS Legislative Board
Taft Room, Union.

4 p.m.

Publications Committee meeting
The committee will consider the B-G News budget for
the 69-70 academic year and will discuss a reouest for
assistance by "Floodtide".
Capital Room, Union.

6:15 p.m.

U.C.F. Evening Worship
Open to the public.
Prout Chapel.

7 p.m.

Auditions for Lerner & Loewe's "Brigadoon"
A musical production, produced by the University Theatre
and the School of Music, with parts available to any
student who wishes to audition. Students who wish to
try out are asked to be prompt, since brief rehearsals
of dance routines and songs are necessary for auditioning.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2
All Day

IFC Rush
Open Houses.
-2-

2 p.m.

Military Policy and Social Direction Conference
Keynote address: John J. Gilligan, former representative in Congress and Democratic candidate for the U.S.
Senate in 1968. Free and open to the public.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

3:30 p.m.

Lacrosse
Bowling Green vs. University of Michigan.
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

3:30 p.m.

Military Policy and American Progress Conference
Afternoon Roundtable of the conference: a discussion
of "Foreign Policy and the Military—Are Changes
Possible?" Roundtable chairman is Dr. Stanley Coffman,
vice president for academic affairs. Participants
include members of the Political Science Faculty and
Dr. L. Edward Shuck, Jr., International Programs
Director. Free and open to the public.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

6:15 - 7:15 p.m.

Sorority Rush
First invitational parties.

Attire is school clothes.

7 p.m.

Auditions for Lerner & Loewe's "Brigadoon"
(see above)
School of Music Building.

7-10 p.m.

Auditions for Ron Cowen's "Summertree"
This University Theatre production is open to any
student who wishes to audition. Look for signs denoting
specific rooms for auditions.
South Hall.

7 p.m.

U.C.F. Movie
"The Gospel According to St. Matthew". Free and open
to the public.
Fellowship Hall, United Christian Fellowship Center.

7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Sorority Rush
First invitational parties.

Attire is school clothes.

7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Ice Show Practice Session
Ice Arena.

7:30 p.m.

Military Policy and American Progress Conference
Evening Roundtable of the conference: "Military Policy
and Domestic Violence". Topics for discussion include
Armed Forces and Domestic Violence, Military Policy
and the University, Organized Insecurity, and After the
Draft. Theodore Groat, assoc. prof, of aociology is
chairman. Free and open to the public.
Grand Ballroom.
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8:15 p.m.

U.C.F. Movie
"The Gospel According to St. Matthew".
Free and open to the public.
First United Methodist Church, East Wooster Street.

8:45 - 9:45 p.m.

Sorority Rush
First Invitational parties.

Attire is school clothes.

THURSDAY, APRIL 3

All Day

IFC Rush
Open Houses.

3-5 p.m.

U.C.F. Movie
"The Gospel According to St. Matthew"
Free and open
to the public.
Fellowship Hall, United Christian Fellowship Center.

3:30 p.m.

Baseball
Falcons vs. Ball State
Steller Field.

4-6 p.m.

Northwestern Ohio Academy of Podiatry meeting
To be attended by podiatrists from throughout northwestern Ohio.
Capital Room, Union.

6 p.m.

Northwestern Ohio Academy of Podiatry dinner
Pheasant Room, Union.

6:15 - 7:15 p.m.

Sorority Rush
First invitational parties

Attire is school clothes.

6:30 p.m.

Phi Beta Lambda meeting
Open to all business education majors and minors.
Harrison-Wayne Rooms, Union.

6:30 p.m.

Home Economics Club meeting
Topic for discussion will be the slow learners in a
home economics class. Open to the public.
Alumni Room, Union.

7 p.m.

Student Council meeting
Open to all students.
Room 112 Life Science Bldg.

7 p.m.

Auditions for Lerner & Loewe's "Brigadoon"
(see above)
School of Music Building.

7-10 p.m.

Auditions for Ron Cowen's "Summertree"
(see above)
South Hall.
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7 p.m.

U.A.O. European Tour meeting
Students interested in, or signed up for, the annual
U.A.O. European tour are asked to attend. Check
bulletin board in Union lobby for specific room
University Union.

7 p.m.

U.C.F. Movie
"The Gospel According to St. Matthew"
Free and open
to the public.
Fellowship Hall, United Christian Fellowship Center.

7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Sorority Rush
First invitational parties.

Attire is school clothes

Sorority Rush
First invitational parties.

Attire is school clothes.

8:45 - 9:45 p.m.

9:15 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega meeting
For A Phi 0 pledges.
Taft Room, Union.

9:30 p.m.

U.C.F. Movie
"The Gospel According to St. Matthew". Free and open
to the public.
Fellowship Hall, United Christian Fellowship Center.

FRIDAY, APRIL 4

All Day

IFC Rush
Open Houses.

10 a.m.

Sorority Invitations Out
Invitations for final parties will be delivered to
residence halls at 10 a.m. Commuters may pick up
invitations at room 422 (Panhellenic Council. Cfficft)
of the Student Services Building after 10 a.m.

10 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Sorority Party Sign-up
Rushees sign up for final parties. Bring your sorority
invitations with you.
Second Floor Lounge, Student Services Building.

Noon - 1 p.m.

U.C.F. Worship Service: Part I
Services will be lead by the Rev. Loyal Biship and the
Rev. Gene Keil. Worshipers will adjourn to the Main
Auditorium of University Hall for Part II. Open to the
public.
Prout Chapel.

Noon - 3 p.m.

Interdenominational Good Friday Worship Services
Open to the general public.
First Christian Church, 252 S. Main St.
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1 p.m.

Track
Bowling Green participating In Kentucky Relays.
Lexington, Kentucky.

1 p.m.

U.C.F. Worship Service: Part II
A movie entitled "The Gospel According to St. Matthew".
Open to the public.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

3:30 p.m.

Baseball
Falcons vs. Ball State.
Steller Field.

6 p.m.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"Texas Across the River" -- a western comedy starring
cowboy Dean Martin and his Indian side kick, Joey
Bishop. A funny western that lampoons the whole
gamut of traditional plots that used to separate cowboys
from Indians and good guys from bad guys. Free admission
to University students, faculty and staff.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

6:30 p.m.

Jewish Student Congregation Worship
Richard Firestone will lead the services. The worship
will include a memorial to Dr. Martin Luther King.
Prout Chapel.

8 p.m.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"Gambit" -- Herbert Lam and Michael Caine star in n
comedy of events evolving around the attempted theft
of a rare Chinese statuette. Free admission to University students, faculty and staff.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

8:15 p.m.

University Chorus Concert
This Good Friday program of sacred music will feature
"The Seven Last Words of Christ" by Du Bois. Faculty
soloists for this number are Virginia Starr, soprano;
Rex Eikem, tenor; and William Duvall, baritone. Other
pieces to be performed by the Chorus include "Crucifixus"
by Lottl and the "Advent Motet" by Schreck. Richard
Mathey Is conducting. Free admission and open to the
public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Building.

10 p.m.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"Texas Across the River" -- (see above).
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

SATURDAY, APRIL 5

9 a.m.

Golf
Bowling Green, Marshall, Kent State, University of
Indiana and Miami tee off at Miami University.
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10 a.m.

Ice Show Practice Session
Ice Arena.

1 p.m.

Ice Show Practice Session
Ice Arena.

1 p.m.

Track
Bowling Green participating In Kentucky Relays.
Lexington, Kentucky.

2 p.m.

Baseball
Falcons vs. Cleveland State.
Steller Field.

6 p.m.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"Gambit" — (see above)
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

8 p.m.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"Texas Across the River" -- (see above).
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

10 p.m.

U.A.O. Campus Movie
"Gambit" -- (see above).
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

SUNDAY, APRIL 6

10:30 a.m. - Noon

Lutheran Student Worship
Easter Sunday services will be conducted by the
Rev. Paul Tuchardt. Open to the public.
Prout Chapel.

6 p.m.

U.C.F. meeting
Discussion of the movie, "The Gospel According to St.
Matthew", which was shown several times during Holy
Week.
(See calendar for Wednesday, Thursday and Friday). Discussion session will be preceded by a cost
supper (approximately 50 c) at 5 p.m.
Fellowship Hall, United Christian Fellowship Center.

6:30 p.m.

Ice Show Practice Session
Ice Arena.
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Lectures and Seminars
CHEMISTRY
Wednesday, April 2

4 p.m.

"Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies of Ligand
Exchange Processes for Some Metal Beta-Diketonate
Complexes".
A lecture by Dr. Thomas J. Pinnavaia, Assistant
Professor, Department of Chemistry, Michigan
State University. Open to the public.
Room 140, Overman Hall.

Telephone Directory Supplement
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Merrian, John G., Inst.
223 Williams Hall
1552 Conneaut Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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EXt 2767
356-8775

Announcements
ART EXHIBIT. "Eyewitness to Space :II", an exhibition of art-renderings of
the space age. The exhibit is on loan from the Smithsonian Institution and
includes the works of Peter Hurd and Jamie Wyeth. To be held in the Promenade
Lounge, now through April 13.
CELEBRITY SERIES. A concert by the banjo group, "Your Father's Mustache"
will be held April 20 at 8:15 in the Grand Ballroom. Tickets will be on sale
in the Union lobby beginning Monday, March 31. General admission tickets are
sold for $2. Reserve seat tickets are $2.60, $3, and $4.
ORCHESIS. Women interested in becoming a member of Orchesis, the modern
dance performing group, may audition Monday, March 31, at 8 p.m. in Room 30?
of the Women's Building. Contact Wendy Waddle for more information.
GREEN SHEET. To submit your meeting notices and announcements for publication in the Green Sheet, contact Mrs. Marilyn Braatz, c/o the University
News Service, Ad. Bldg. Information is preferred in writing, or call Ext 2635
between 1 and 3 p.m. Copy must be in by noon on the Tuesday before the Monday
distribution day.
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Channel 70 Program Highlights
Monday, March 31
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
Tuesday, April 1
8:30 p.m.
9 p.m.
Wednesday, April
6 p.m.

8 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 3
8 p.m.
9:30 p.m.

Friday, April 4
8 p.m.
9 p.m.
Sunday, April 6
7 p.m.
& p.m.

YOUR DOLLAR'S WORTH: "The Discounters"— An hour long presentation, this week looking at discounts and how much money
they really save the consumer.
BLACK JOURNAL--highlighting the world of the Negro, presented
by some of the outstanding Negro contemporary spokesmen.

1968 TELEVISION AWARDS—highlighting and analyzing the outstanding, award-winning commercials for 1968.
NET FESTIVAL—Mozart Concerto #24.

EASTER SPECIAL—an hour-long program presenting the total story
of Easter in four segments: traditions and commercial concept
of Easter, Children's concept of Easter, Non-Christian activity
during Easter season and Christian concept of Eastpr.
SPECTRUM—"Suicide Clinic—A Cry for Help".
BOOK BEAT: They by Marya Mannes—Author Marya Mannes joins
host Bob Cromie to discuss her novel, a book about a group of
people who have been banished by an America run by the very young.

NET PLAYHOUSE: "Infancy & Childhood"—Great American playwright, Thornton Wilder, handles the classic theme of the
generation gap in this NET presentation.
WASHINGTON WEEK ON REVIEW—recent political and legislative
activities taking place in Washington are analyzed in this
weekly presentation.

NET JOURNAL: SOME OF OUR BEST FRIENDS— NET Journal probes
group dynamics concerning Negroes and Jews. Two psychologists
co-moderate this examination.
NET FESTIVAL: NINA SIMONE— a one-woman concert of music and
songs.

EASTER SPECIAL
P.B.L.--Public Broadcast Laboratory explores some of the
contemporary problems of our generation.
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Placement Interview Schedules
BUSINESS LISTINGS:
Wednesday, April 2--0hio Hospital Association.
Thursday, April 3— Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc.;
Friday, April 4—Main Lafrente;
Bank.

Cleveland Trust Co.

T,a Salle's; W. T. Grant Co.; Union Commerce

SCHOOL LISTINGS;
Thursday, April 3-- Wooster City Schools, Ohio; Olmsted Falls School District,
Ohio; Ferndale Public Schools, Michigan; Troy City School District, Michigan;
Atlanta Public Schools, Georgia (evening also); Buckeye Local Schools, Ohio
(evening only); Toledo City Schools, Ohio (evening also); Oneida City Schools,
New York; Philadelphia Citv Schools, Penn.; Cuyahoga County Board of Education,
Ohio; Shelby City Board of Education, Ohio; Fulton County Board of Education,
Ohio; Lakota Local Schools, Ohio (evening also); Coventry Local Schools, Ohio;
Tallmadge City Schools, Ohio.
Friday, April 4— Utica Community Schools, Michigan; Olmsted Falls Schools,
Ohio; Fairborn City Schools, Ohio; Troy City Board of Education, Ohio; Versailles
Exempted Village Schools, Ohio; Oakwood City Schools, Ohio; Elmwood Local
Schools, Ohio (evening also); Buckeye Local Schools, Ohio; Clarkston Public
Schools, Michigan; Warren County Schools, Ohio; East Franklin Local Schools,
Ohio; Department of Education--Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, State of
Michigan.
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